Pop Up Toaster
(Ultimate Collection)

Use and Care Guide

Welcome to Whirlpool Family
Congratulation on bringing home the new Whirlpool Pop Up Toaster.
We would like to welcome you to the Global Fraternity of Whirlpool
homemakers who believes in giving their families the best.
You would be proud to know that a Whirlpool Appliance finds a new
home in some part of the world, every two second.
Do go through this simple guide and follow the instruction given to get
the best out of your Whirlpool Pop Up Toaster. Should you have any
further queries or suggestions, simply call our Whirlpool Home Care
Center at the numbers provided. We will be happy to give you all the
assistance you require.
We wish you years of joyful homemaking with Whirlpool Pop Up Toaster
and look forward to a great relationship with you.

Your Sincerely

Team Whirlpool

www.whirlpoolindia.com
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KNOW YOUR WHIRLPOOL POP UP TOASTER
UNIQUE FEATURES
8- Browning Levels
Ensuring ultimate flexibility, electronic
control technology allows you to select
one of 8- temperature settings so you
can choose the exact temperature for
your Toast.
(Choose your ideal temperature from
a choice of Eight- setting levels)
Keep Warm, Bagel, Defrost, Reheat,
Toast/Cancel Buttons
Use the keep warm function to keep
toasted foods warm for up to one minute
after toasting. All other functions toast
items to your desired shade.
Multiple Functions
Enjoy your toast just the way you like it
with special TOAST, BAGEL, KEEP
WARM and DEFROST buttons, and a
custom temperature knob.

Digital Countdown Timer
Display
Features a digital countdown
Timer to let you know when your
toast will be ready.
Extra-Wide Slots
Automatically adjusts for even
toasting and easily
accommodates the thickest
slices of bread, English muffins,
bagels and pastries
Powerful 900W for fast &
Efficient Heating to your
Toast.
2-Slot Wide Mouth Toasting
Capacity
Removable Crumb Tray
Under Base Cord Storage/
Cord Winder

PARTS DETAILS
1.
4.
7.
10.

Operating Lever
Defrost Button
Display
Sandwich Cage

2. Cancel Button
5. Reheat Button
8. Cord Winder

2

3. Bagel/Sandwich Button
6. Toasting Level Button
9. Removable Crumb Tray
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PARTS SEQUENCE
Pic. 1
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Pic. 2
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
IMPORTANT TO BE READ AND OBSERVED
This is the safety alert symbol, this symbol alerts you to the hazards that can
kill or hurt you and others. All safety messages will be preceded by the safety
alert symbol and the word “DANGER” or “WARNING.”
DANGER

Failure to follow these instruction can result in Death or seriously
Injured, Fire or Shock.

All safety messages will identify the hazard, tell you how to reduce the
chance of injury and what can happen if the instruction are not followed.
1. Before using the appliance carefully read the Health and Safety, and
Use/Care guides.

WARNING

2. Keep these instructions close at hand for future reference.
Operate carefully in
accordance with the
requirements

Such operation is
not allowed

Be sure to operate
like this

YOUR SAFETY AND SAFETY OF OTHERS IS VERY IMPORTANT
1. This manual and the appliance itself provide important safety warnings, to
be read and observed at all times
2. All safety warnings give specific details of the potential risk presented and
indicate how to reduce risk of injury, damage and electric shock resulting
from improper use of the appliance. Carefully observe the following
instructions.
Failure to observe these instructions may lead to risks. The Manufacturer
declines any liability for injury to persons or animals or damage to property
if these advices and precautions are not followed.
This product should not be used by children under 14 years old, unless
supervised by an adult.
The product is not intended for use by person with less physical sensory
and mental capabilities or lack of experience or knowledge, unless they
have been given supervision concerning use of Whirlpool Pop Up Toaster
by a person responsible for their safety.
Keep the appliance and its cord out of reach of children less than 14 years.
Do not use extension cord, otherwise it may cause fire hazard.
Disconnect power plug before cleaning, maintenance and servicing.
Disconnect power plug from power supply when the appliance is not in use
for a long period of time.
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Do not use flammable detergent to clean the appliance, such as gasoline,
to avoid fire hazard
Disconnect power plug when there is strange smell or abnormal noise from
the appliance, and then contact Whirlpool service.

INTENDED USE OF THE PRODUCT
This appliance is designed solely for domestic use. This product is not
intended for commercial use. The manufacturer declines all responsibility for
inappropriate use or incorrect setting of the controls.
CAUTION : The appliance is not intended to be operated by means of an
external timer or separate remote control system.
Do not use the appliance outdoors.
Do not store explosive or flammable substances such as aerosol cans and
do not place or use gasoline or other flammable materials in or near the
appliance: a fire may break out if the appliance is inadvertently switched on.
Do not use accessories or attachments that are not recommended by the
appliance manufacturer.
Do not immerse the appliance body in water since this would give rise to
electric shock.
Do not place or use gasoline or other flammable materials in or near the
appliance: a fire may break out if the appliance is inadvertently switched on.
Never cover the toaster slot during use.
Do not touch parts other than the operating controls, as the toaster will can
become hot during toasting.
Do not use the appliance within areas of water, such as bathtubs, sinks or in
high humidity environments
Do not introduce any object inside the toaster, as this may cause damage
or risks.
Turn the appliance off and unplug from the supply outlet when not in use,
before cleaning, assembly, disassembly or interacting with any accessory.
Do not leave the appliance unattended while is operating.
Do not use accessories or attachments that are not recommended by the
appliance manufacturer.
Pull down the operating lever only for toasting: never block it.
Make sure the crumb tray is perfectly in place before using.
Avoid toasting food with extremely runny ingredients such as butter.
As bread may burn, do not use toaster near or below curtains and other
flammable materials.
5
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If the toaster starts to smoke, press the CANCEL button to stop toasting
immediately.
Do not try to forcefully pick up the lever.
Do not attempt to remove the food when the toaster is in operation.
Remove the bread carefully after toasting to avoid any injuries.
Warning: When toasting small slices of bread less than 8.5 mm height, be
careful of the potential risk of burning when taking out the slice.
Be careful not to damage the internal mechanism or heating elements
hen removing the bread.
Use the appliance on a level stable work surface.

INSTALLATION AND REPAIRS
1.

Installation and Repairs must be carried out by qualified Whirlpool technician,
in compliance with the manufacturer's instructions and local safety
regulations. Do not repair or replace any part of the appliance unless
specifically stated in the user manual.

2.

Children should not perform installation operations. Keep children away
during installation of the appliance. Keep the packaging materials (plastic
bags, polystyrene parts, etc.) out of reach of children, during and after the
installation of the appliance.

3.

After unpacking the appliance, make sure that it has not been damaged
during transport. “In case you find any transit damage to you product if
delivered by dealer, contact the dealer with in 24 hours of delivery”.

4.

The appliance must be disconnected from the power supply before carrying
out any installation operation.

5.

During installation, make sure the appliance does not damage the power
cable.

6.

Only activate the appliance when the installation procedure has been
completed.

7.

Do not let the supply cord hang over the edge of a table / counter or contact
any hot surfaces.

8.

Do not place the appliance on or near a gas or electric cook top (hob) or in a
heated oven.

9.

Remove any protective wrapping or plastic bag before operating the
appliance.
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ELECTRICAL WARNINGS
Make sure the voltage specified on the rating plate corresponds to that of
your home.
Regulation requires that the appliance is connected to an earthed supply
outlet.
If the fitted plug is not suitable for your socket outlet. Do not attempt to change
the plug yourself. Change the socket outlet as per the Product Plug
Specifications. This procedure needs to be carried out by a qualified
technician in compliance with the manufacturer's instructions and current
standard safety regulations.
Do not use extension leads, multiple sockets or adapters. Do not connect the
appliance to a socket which can be operated by remote control.
The Appliance under usage must be placed at a proper distance, so that the
Power cable must be long enough for connecting the appliance, once fitted in
its housing, to the main power supply.
Do not pull the power supply cable.
Do not operate this appliance if it has a damaged mains cord or plug, if it is not
working properly, or if it has been damaged or dropped. Do not immerse the
mains cord or plug in water. Keep the cord away from hot surfaces.
If the power cable is damaged it must be replaced with an identical one. The
power cable must only be replaced by a qualified technician in compliance
with the manufacturer instruction and current safety regulations. Contact an
authorised service center.
Do not touch the appliance with any wet part of the body and do not operate it
when barefoot.
If the power supply is cut, the appliance stays ON and starts again operating
as soon as the power supply is restored.

BEFORE FIRST USE
Carefully wipe the outside of the appliance to remove any dust that may have
accumulated. Dry with a dry cloth.
Remove any stickers. As there is manufacturing residue or oil remained in the
toaster or heat element, it usually will emit an odour for the first use. It is
normal and will not occur after several times use. Before the first use, with the
window open operate without any bread inside. Then let the toaster cool
down and begin toasting.
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OPERATION OF YOUR POP UP TOASTER
Use the Toaster carefully.
1. Put the food to be toasted into the bread slot. No more than one slice for each
slot can be introduced at any one time.
Make sure the crumb tray is perfectly in place before using.
1. Plug the power cord into the outlet.
2. Set the toasting level to the desired browning using the toasting level buttons.
The lowest level is 1 and the highest level is 8. The bar at the bottom of the
display will show the set level.
If you toast only one slice, set the toasting level lower than for two slices.
If you toast the food continuously, the toasting colour of the different
slices can be slightly different or darker, even if the same level is used.
1. Pull down the operating lever until it engages: toasting will begin at once. The
display will show the countdown till the end of toasting. Once the bread has
been toasted to the pre-set level, the operating lever will automatically spring
up.
The operating lever can rest on the bottom of the slot only if the plug was
connected.
1. During the toasting process, if the browning is satisfactory, press the CANCEL
button to stop toasting.
2. If the bread was taken out of the freezer, set the toasting level according to your
preference. Press the DEFROST button to toast it to your desired color, then
pull down the operation lever until it is in place. The related symbol will appear
on the display.
3. If you want to reheat any cold toasted bread, press the REHEAT button.
Toasting time is fixed in this mode: when time is over the operating lever will
automatically spring up and stop the reheating process. The related symbol
will appear on the display.
Press the BAGEL/SANDWICH button to switch functions bagel sandwich - no special function activated. Related symbols will appear on
the display.
1. The Bagel function makes it possible to toast bread, bagels, muffins etc on one
side only (external side), while the other side (internal side) remains warm.
Bagels and muffins should be sliced in half before toasting.
2. The sandwich function allows the user to toast sandwiches or different kinds of
bread slowly. By such function, your sandwich will be well browned on the
outside and cooked inside. To switch between functions, first press CANCEL
before selecting the next function.
8
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This function can also be used in combination with the warming rack, for better
warming results of any kind of bread or bakery products.
During working condition, to switch between functions, first press CANCEL
before selecting the next function. To make the carriage handle spring up
automatically and make the appliance goes back to the standby mode.
The function is not available on levels 1 and 2; in these cases, when the
reheat button is held down, the display will quickly flash 3 times and
Reheat function will be turned off.
Toast any items only until they are golden brown and not brown or too dark.
Remove any burnt edges. Do not over-toast food containing starch especially grain and potato products - to reduce the production of
acrylamides.
If a slice gets stuck at the end of the toasting process, pull the power plug
and carefully remove the bread after the toaster has cooled down.
The use of browning levels from 4 to 6 is recommended for the preparation
of sandwiches.
Depending on the quantity or quality of stuffing, it can happen that the
inside of the sandwich is not warm enough or completely melted: in these
instances, please leave the sandwich into the slot for about one minute
after ending the toasting.
Internal heating elements can get less incandescent than external ones: this is a
normal working mode which doesn't affect the evenness of browning.

USING THE SANDWICH CAGE (Refer Pic. 2)
1. Enlarge the cage opening by slightly pressing the handles with one hand.
2. Place the sandwich into the cage and release the pressure on the handles; the
cage will slightly close and the sandwich will be stable inside.
3. Take the cage by the handles and insert the cage into one of the toaster slots.
4. Set the browning level and activate the sandwich function.
5. Remove the cage from the slot by taking the handles at the end of the cycle.
6. Slightly press the handles to enlarge the cage and remove the sandwich into a
dish.
Use this attachment in combination with the sandwich function for excellent
results in toasting.

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
• Always disconnect the appliance from the power outlet before carrying out any
cleaning or maintenance operation.

9
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•

Wipe the outside with a soft dry cloth after the toaster has cooled down. Never
use metal polish.

•

Pull out the crumb tray from the bottom of the toaster and empty it. If the toaster
is used frequently, accumulated bread crumbs should be removed at least
once a week. Make sure the crumb tray is completely closed before using the
toaster again.

•

When the toaster is not used or is stored, the power cord may be wound under
the bottom of the toaster.

•

If you use specific products for cleaning steel, be careful with the chrome parts,
to avoid staining.

•

Never use steam cleaning equipment.

•

Allow the unit to cool down completely before cleaning or storing it.

•

Do not use chemical, steel, wooden or abrasive cleaners or brushes to

SAFEGUARDING THE ENVIRONMENT
The packaging material is 100% recycle and is marked with recycle symbol
the various part of the packaging must therefore e disposed of responsibility
and full compliance with local authority regulation governing waste disposal.

WHIRLPOOL POP UP TOASTER DISPOSAL
By ensuring this product is disposed of correctly, you will help avoid
potential negative consequences for the environment and human health,
which could otherwise to be caused by appropriate waste handling of this
product. This symbol on the product or on the documents accompanying
the product ,indicates that this appliance may not be treated as
household waste . Instead it shall be handed over to the authorized collection
center for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment waste generated at
the end of life of the product . Disposal must be carried out in accordance with local
environment regulations for e-waste disposal , which mandate channelization of ewaste to authorized collection center(s) or registered dismantler(s) or recycler(s) or
returned to the pick-up or take back services provided by manufacturer.
For more detail iformation about treatment recovery, disposal and recycling of the
product, please contact :
Customer care no. : 1800 208 1800 (Toll Free)
Email : helpdeskindia@whirlpool.com
SMS : WPL to 58558
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HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
Components and material used in the manufacture of this Whirlpool Pop Up Toaster
does not contain any hazardous substances and is fully complaint with provisions of
hazardous substances outlined in Chapter V of the e-waste (managements and
Handling) Rules, 2011. The product therefore poses no danger to health and safety
during its life nor to the environment at the end of its life.

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
This appliance has been designed, constructed and distributed in compliance with
the safety requirements of European Directives:
2006/95/EC Low Voltage Directive
2004/108/EC Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Electric Shock Hazard

Description
Model
Do not attempt to modify any part
of this appliance.
Do not connect this appliance to
power sources other than specified
If the power cord is damaged, have it
replaced by your Whirlpool Service Centre.

Voltage
Wattage
Type
UI - Display
Power Cord Length

Specification
Digital Whirlpool Pop Up Toaster
SS TT22EUM0
230V,50Hz
900W
2-Slot
Digital
1.2 m

TROUBLE SHOOTING
S No
1.

Fault

Possible causes(s)

Possible action/Solution

No Heating

No power supply

Check the Power input

Input Plug Connection
Loose

Check connection of socket & 3-pin Plug.
It should e Properly tight.

Plug Defective

Get the power plug checked by an
electrician or Lodge a complaint.

Heater Defective

Lodge a complaint

2.

No
Display

Input Plug Connection
Loose
Display PCB Defective

Check connection of socket & 3-pin Plug.
It should e Properly tight.
Lodge a complaint

3.

Switch Not

Cleaning Required

Clean switches properly. Before Cleaning,

Working

Make sure input supply is disconnected.
Switch Defective

Lodge a complaint
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WARRANTY TERMS & CONDITIONS FOR WHIRLPOOL POP UP TOASTER
Whirlpool of India Ltd. (WOIL) warrants to the original domestic purchaser of this Whirlpool Pop up Toaster provided the
Whirlpool Pop up Toaster continues to remains in possession of and is used by the original purchaser only since the date of
purchase.
WOIL warrants the Whirlpool Pop up Toaster for 36 months from the date of Purchase. WOIL's obligation under the
warranty shall be limited to remove the defect and make the product functional by repair or replace of a defective part
with a functional part in respect of the said Whirlpool Pop up Toaster. The Whirlpool Pop up Toaster shall under no
circumstance be replaced for any defect at any time if it can be repaired and made functional.
The warranty on Whirlpool Pop up Toaster shall be valid only in Country where it is originally purchased and within 36
months from the date of purchase provided on WOIL's examination it discloses to its satisfaction to be defective. The
warranty shall be limited for repairing the original product and make it functional, WOIL doesn't give warranty of any kind
on the product once it is repaired and made functional.
Warranty Terms & Conditions
Whirlpool of India Ltd. (WOIL) warrants to the original domestic purchaser of this Whirlpool Pop up Toaster that it is free
from defect in material and workmanship.
Limitation of Warranty:
1. The warranty does not cover:
a) Defects caused by rough handling (including without limitation, defects caused by sharp items, by bending,
compressing or dropping etc.);
b) Defect or damage caused by misuse of the product, including use that is contrary to the instructions provided by
WOIL (e.g. as set out in the product's user guide);
c) Other acts beyond the reasonable control of WOIL; and
d) Plastic parts, cosmetic damages or exterior finish.
2. The warranty does not apply, where the defect or fault is caused or contributed by:
a) Improper installation by the purchaser himself or non adherence of the specific installation instructions either supplied
within each product box or carton or available on the WOIL website or through the authorized
dealer/representative.
b) Use of the product in a manner or for a purpose for which it was not designed.
c) If damages is caused by accident, alteration, abuse, misuse, neglect, fire, water, lightening or other acts of
God/nature, unauthorized repairs or replacement of original part(s), rodents/insects. Charges for repair of this
nature, if carried out, will have to be borne by the customer.
d) If damages is caused by improper electrical connections. If damages caused or defects arising due to pulled out
power card, blown fuse or improper electrical circuit which results in non-operation of the Whirlpool Pop Up Toaster.
e) If the product is repaired by any person, institution other than the authorized service center or personal specifically
assigned for the said purpose.
f) If the Serial number of the product is defaced, missing, altered.
g) If the damage is caused by pest infestation.
h) If the Whirlpool Pop up Toaster is used for commercial purpose or at places like institutions, hospitals, community halls,
hostels and other similar application.
I) If the unit is not cleaned as instructed in the manual.
3. For any repair or replacement, Customer shall call at the dedicated Whirlpool Consumer Care number and the
Whirlpool customer care executive shall inform the customer about the near by Whirlpool authorised service centre.
Customer shall then be solely responsible to bring the product to Whirlpool authorised service centre / dealer at
his/her own expense.
4. This warranty holds good and applies only so long as there is correct use and maintenance of the Whirlpool Pop Up
Toaster as detailed in the User and Care Guide.
5. This warranty is valid and binding provided that the Whirlpool Pop Up Toaster has not been tempered with, altered,
serviced or repaired or attempted or affected to be repaired or serviced by anyone other than the Authorized
Service Center and that immediate notification of any alleged defect is given to WOIL or the Authorized Service
Center.
6. WOIL’s employees or dealers and / or Authorized Service Centers have no authority to vary the terms of this
warranty.
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7. The warranty period will not be extended or renewed due to subsequent resale, repair or replacement of the
product. However repaired parts will be warranted for the reminder of the original warranty period.
8. It is mandatory to provide the original bill / invoice copy along with the duly stamped warranty card at the time of
any repair work being done by authorized representative of WOIL. If the customer fails to produce the necessary
documentation then the repair work /assistance shall be provided on a chargeable basis.
9. In case of any replacement of any part or entire Whirlpool Pop Up Toaster the defective part or entire Whirlpool
Pop Up Toaster Should be returned to Whirlpool.
10. WOIL accept no responsibility of damage to the product due to usage of any ancillary equipment which is not
authenticated / recommended or advised by WOIL.
11. All installations shall be performed in accordance with the local state and country electrical codes. Appropriate
regulatory authorities should be consulted where required.
12. In no event WOIL be liable to the purchaser for any incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or
inability to use the product or any claim by any other party. All claims are limited to the repair or the replacement of
the defective part only and do not include any labour or transportation charges. The company is not liable for any
delay in repairs / replacements due on account of any conditions beyond the control of the company or its
representative.
13. The courts at Gurgaon (Haryana) only shall have exclusive jurisdiction on matters covered under this warranty.
14. It is entirely left to WOIL's discretion to effect repairs / replacement of parts at or any service station of its branches
or of its authorized representatives /dealers.
15. The Three Years Warranty will automatically terminate on the expiry of the Warranty period of thirty six months,
from date of purchase as per invoice, even if the Whirlpool Pop Up Toaster may not be in use for any tie during the
Warranty period for any reason whatsoever including any technical breakdowns, and the time taken for such
repairs/ replacements of parts and transit, whether under this warranty or otherwise shall not be excluded from the
Warranty period.
16. While WOIL will make every effort to carry out repairs / replacement of parts under this warranty as soon as
possible, it is expressly made clear that WOIL shall not be responsible to do so within any specified period of time.
17. In the event of any unforeseen circumstances, spares not being available WOIL's prevailing depreciation rules will
binding on the purchaser to accept as a commercial solution in lieu of repair.
18. WOIL shall be absolved from all liability in case where the following situations are found by the service engineer or in
service centre on service call.
(a) Faulty / Substandard wiring used or other wiring issues.
(b) Parts damaged due to Rat Biting.
© Re-Demo
(d) Voltage issue (Low/High)
In case the above conditions are observed by the service engineer, customer shall be liable to bear the repair charges
and prices of spares / consumables not covered under the warranty.
* The Company reserves the right to revise the visit charges at its own discretion and the customer will be liable to pay the
revised visit charges as may be applicable on the date of visit
19. The warranty does not cover any accessories external to the Whirlpool Pop Toaster, even those marketed by
Whirlpool.
20. Whirlpool products without barcode label / Serial No. Sticker affixed on the product will not be covered under
warranty.
21. This warranty shall be restricted to and valid in India.
22. WOIL reserves the right to alter the terms and conditions of the present warranty at any time with its sole discretion
without any prior notice.
Only following parts are covered under Warranty:
PCB, Thermostat, Heating Coil, Switches

Or E-mail us on
helpdeskindia@whirlpool.com
Or write to us
Head Corporate Consumer Cell Whirlpool Of India Ltd.
28, NIT, Faridabad - 121001, Haryana , India
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Whirlpool is a registered trademark of the Whirlpool Corporation, USA and is used under Licence
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